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Deputy Head Teacher’s Message 

Dear parent / carer 

In this issue we  have information about What parents and carers need to 

know about Youtube, in order to keep our pupils safe.  This is fantastic 

advice which is easy to implement so we would recommended ensuring all 

measures appropriate to your child are taken to keep them safe.  

I have been inundated with pupils bringing their excellent work to show me, 

many Headteacher Award stickers have been given out and many pupils 

are nearing their 6th sticker to complete their card and choose a prize.    

A special mentions to our bowlers and climbers who were exemplary on 

their recent trips.  There will be many more opportunities coming up and for 

those who love football, we have two more schools who are keen to play us. 

Kind regards 

Ash Wadland 

 

 

 



Paint, paper and plenty of art 

Last term, our creative students worked hard during art lessons to fill our 
classrooms with their colourful artwork. It is lovely walking around school and 
seeing their art! 

In Aspen class, they were learning about Chinese New Year and have been 
improving their accuracy skills when cutting and sticking to create some fantastic 
dragon collages. 

Well done to Oak class who have been using watercolour paints and 
experimenting with creating contrasting colours as well as mixing their own 
colours in their sketchbooks. 



Bowling Us Away! 

Recently, a group of pupils from across the classes went on a school trip when 
they attended a multi school ten-pin bowling tournament and competed against 
other local SEN and SEMH schools from Bristol. 

Mr Lally, Miss Cameron and Miss Clarke were very impressed with how well the 
pupils represented North Star at the event, with excellent behaviour and 
sportsmanship.  

The pupils were very pleased when they were finished and awarded medals and 
certificates. We are also very proud of you! 



Scaling new heights 

Ash Class recently went to Clip n’ Climb. After writing about how to escape the 
dragon in their English lessons, they went on a school trip to practice their ideas. 

They made us incredibly proud with excellent behavior and a positive attitude 
towards trying something new and persevering when they found it tricky.  

 




